8. RULES AND REGULATIONS – ANNUAL AWARDS

8.1 QUALIFICATIONS FOR GRANTING OF ANNUAL AWARDS

8.1.1 In order to qualify for an Annual Award:
   a) an exhibit has to reside in the Northern Territory;
   b) be entered and benched in at least three (3) Recognised Shows within the Northern Territory over the 12 month period:
      (i) Multiple Ring Shows are counted as one Show in this instance.
      (ii) Kittens may count attendance as cats towards the compulsory 3 shows attendance.
   c) Annual Awards may only be won by financial members of C.A.N.T. (Inc).

8.1.2 Wins are calculated over a 12 month period from August to July except in the case of the NT Bred Trophy (refer Clause 7.5).

8.1.3 No award may be sent or taken physically out of the Northern Territory

8.1.4 Any holder failing to comply with this regulation will not be permitted to hold any award trophy in the future.

8.1.5 The holding of trophies by recipients residing outside the Darwin Area may be revised periodically.

8.1.6 All Awards must be returned to C.A.N.T. (Inc) by 1 July (or such other date as specified) of the following year or disciplinary action may be taken. On return a cleaning charge will be applied if trophies are returned uncleaned.

8.1.7 The Annual Award list of winners must be tabled at the August meeting of C.A.N.T. (Inc) for approval.
   a) Notification is to be sent to recipients within one week of approval being given.
   b) Details of calculations will be available for scrutiny by contacting the Secretary. (amended 1999)

8.1.8 Should a cat die before an Annual Award is due to be presented, the cat is still eligible for the Award.

8.1.9 July Agricultural Show(s) are to be included in calculation of Annual Awards. However, Best of Breed contenders must come to show on the final Show day for judging, to be eligible.

8.1.10 In the event of two (2) cats being placed equal, a count back of all cats will be done and the cat that beat the highest number of cats will be declared the winner. Multiple Ring Shows will only be counted as one Show.

8.1.11 C.A.N.T. (Inc) reserves the right to have Special Shows and Show Society Shows excluded from these Awards, if the correct procedures are not adhered to.

8.1.12 C.A.N.T. (Inc) representative at each Show is responsible to ensure all awards are correctly recorded on the official documents.
   a) Marked catalogues held by C.A.N.T. (Inc) are to be the true and correct record of the show results.
   b) Where no award is given this must be recorded also.
   c) It is not the duty of the Honours Recorder to complete or correct, incorrectly marked catalogues.
      If any catalogues are not fully completed and correct, points can be withheld.

8.1.13 A.C.F. (Inc) National wins may be counted in Awards.
   a) Where a cat wins other than class Awards, points can only be counted if the Award was for the exact section as those C.A.N.T. (Inc) Awards.
   b) Owners may provide C.A.N.T. (Inc) with photocopies of Challenge, Award of Merit Certificates or age class wins.
   c) The Honours Recorder however can use National results published by the A.C.F. (Inc) to calculate and apply points earned. (amended 1999)
8.2 **CALCULATION OF ANNUAL AWARDS – SUPREME/CAT/KITTEN/DESEXED**

8.2.1 Entitlement for an Annual Awards is done on the following system of point allocation:

a) Three (3) points for the winning of a Challenge/Award of Merit or an age class.
   
   (i) If these Awards are withheld, the exhibit gains no points for that particular show, even though the Judge may choose to still award the exhibit the Annual Award or other minor trophies for that Show.

b) Five (5) points are given if the exhibit is judged Supreme Exhibit.

c) Five (5) points are given if the exhibit is judged Best Pedigree Cat/Kitten or Desexed in the Show.

d) Four (4) points are given if the exhibit is judged Reserve Pedigree Cat/Kitten or Desexed in the show.

e) Three (3) points are given if the exhibit is judged third best Pedigree Cat/Kitten or Desexed in Show.

f) Two (2) points are given if the exhibit is judged fourth best Pedigree Cat/Kitten or Desexed in Show.

g) One (1) point is given if the exhibit is judged fifth best Pedigree Cat/Kitten or Desexed in Show.

8.2.2 In shows holding top 10 places, winners are awarded points on a scale 10 to 1 according to the position in the show results.

8.3 **CALCULATION OF ANNUAL AWARDS – OTHER NOMINATED ANNUALS**

8.3.1 Entitlement of these Awards is done on the following system of point allocation:

a) Five (5) points are given to Awards nominated for special sections, which are governed by special rules laid down by the donor(s) of the particular Awards.

b) The exhibit with the most point wins.

8.4 **CALCULATION OF ANNUAL AWARDS – DOMESTIC/HYBRID/PART PEDIGREE**

8.4.1 Entitlement for these Awards is done on the following system of point allocation:

a) Three (3) points are given if the exhibit is judged Best Domestic/Hybrid/Part Pedigree in Show.

   Cats and kittens are shown separately.

b) Five (5) points for the best of section and best groomed of a section.

c) Four (4) points for reserve in section and reserve groomed of a section.

8.5 **CALCULATION OF ANNUAL AWARD – NT BRED EXHIBIT**

8.5.1 Entitlement for this Award is as follows:

a) Open to all C.A.N.T. (Inc) registered exhibits bred and domiciled in the NT.

   (i) Three (3) points if judged NT Bred Exhibit in class at each Championship Show.

   (ii) Five (5) points if judged Best NT Bred Exhibit in Show.

8.6 **CALCULATION OF ANNUAL AWARD – NT BREEDER**

8.6.1 Entitlement for this Award is as follows:

a) Open to all registered C.A.N.T. (Inc) breeders residing in the Northern Territory.

b) Exhibits to qualify, must have been bred in the Northern Territory and be currently domiciled in the Northern Territory.

c) A breeder, who is successful in winning this Award, is not allowed to count those exhibits used in gaining the Award, in following years.

   (i) Three (3) points for the winning of a Challenge/Award of Merit or an age class.

   (ii) Two (2) points given for any Cat/Kitten/Desexed benched on the Show Day.

   (iii) Five (5) points are given if the exhibit is judged Supreme Exhibit.

   (iv) Five (5) points are given if the exhibit is judged Best Pedigree Cat/Kitten or Desexed in the Show.
(v) Four (4) points are given if the exhibit is judged Reserve Pedigree Cat/Kitten or Desexed in the show.

(vi) Three (3) points are given if the exhibit is judged third best Pedigree Cat/Kitten or Desexed in Show.

(vii) Two (2) points are given if the exhibit is judged fourth best Pedigree Cat/Kitten or Desexed in Show.

(viii) One (1) point is given if the exhibit is judged fifth best Pedigree Cat/Kitten or Desexed in Show.

8.6.2 In shows holding top 10 places, winners are awarded points on a scale 10 to 1 according to the position in the show results.

8.6.3 This Award is to be run separately from the Awards for Longhair Breeder and Shorthair Breeder of the Year.

8.7 ALLOCATION OF NT BRED EXHIBIT TROPHY LEVY

8.7.1 The Show Year for this Award shall be from March to February to allow the winner to be entered in the ACF National Show.

8.7.2 Clubs are required to impose a $0.55 levy in respect of each exhibit bred in the Northern Territory benched in Recognised Shows throughout the year. Exempt from the levy are domestics, part pedigree and hybrid exhibits.

8.7.3 Immediately following each show, the Treasurer shall receive the proceeds of the levy and bank in a separate interest bearing account.

a) NOTE: for the RASNT Show the levy is retained by the Show Society and provides for the trophy that is still awarded.

8.7.4 The nominated exhibit must be benched at the ACF National Show to be eligible to receive prize money from the NT Bred Account.

8.7.5 Providing there are sufficient funds in the account, the winner will be entitled to receive payment sufficient to cover:

a) the cost of transporting/boarding exhibit at that year's National Show; and

b) payment of entry fees in respect of the winning exhibit.

8.7.6 If there are insufficient funds, the winner will be entitled to the balance of the account bar such sums required to keep the account operable.

8.7.7 Where the winner is unable to be shown at the National, the second highest points scorer becomes eligible and so forth. Where no exhibit is able to be shown, funds for that year shall accumulate to the next year.

8.7.8 If two or more exhibits are eligible as NT representatives and both or all are able to be shown, the matter will be referred to the Judges Panel for decision and in so doing the Panel will consider:

a) the extent of competition each exhibit has had throughout the year.

b) personal opinions on the quality of any exhibit seen by any member of the panel qualified to judge the exhibit.

c) seasonal changes to the exhibit which may in any way affect its overall presentation now or at the time of the National.

d) any other matter the Panel may think relevant.

e) The decision of the Judges Panel will be final.

8.7.9 If in any year that the National is held in Darwin, the winner is a Darwin based exhibit, the owner is entitled to:

a) payment from the account of all their entry fees for the show;

b) payment from the account the cost of any social functions the owner and family may wish to attend in respect of the National;

c) any other costs The C.A.N.T. (Inc) thinks reasonable.
8.8 RECOGNISED ANNUAL AWARDS

8.8.1 C.A.N.T. (Inc) has recognised and established the following Annual Awards.

8.8.2 Supreme Exhibit donated by Mrs Elaine Merryfull of Kadonkani Cattery 1993.
   a) Open to all pedigree exhibits.

8.8.3 Best Pedigree Cat (Cat of the Year) (Mike O'Hara Memorial Trophy) donated by Mrs Nancy O'Hara 1969.
   a) Replacement trophy donated by Dr J L Hills B Vsc 1988.
   b) Open to all entire pedigree cats in show.

8.8.4 Best Pedigree Kitten (Kitten of the Year) (BP Bagot Road Trophy) donated by Fred and Sidna May 1969.
   a) Replacement trophy donated by D(Dan) and S K(Sandy) Van Aalst of Sayan Cattery 1984.
   b) Replacement trophy donated by Dr Jan Hills B Vsc 2002.
   c) Open to all pedigree kittens in show, whether entire or desexed.

8.8.5 Best Desexed Exhibit (Neuter of the Year) (Martyn Finger Trophy) donated by CANT Patron & Administrator of the NT Mr Martin Finger 1972.
   b) Open to all desexed pedigree cats in show.

8.8.6 NT Bred Exhibit (Starline Cattery Trophy) donated by Belinda Theofylatos of Starline Cattery 1975.
   a) Open to all NT Bred pedigree exhibits in show.

8.8.7 Interstate Bred Exhibit donated by Mrs Elaine Merryfull of Kadonkani Cattery 1993.
   a) Replacement trophy donated 2002.
   b) Open to all interstate pedigree exhibits in show.

8.8.8 Best Champion Cat (Ch Adlerle Andreas Memorial Cup) donated by Monkher Cattery D & M Wyatt (To be held in perpetuity 1974).
   a) Open to all champion or higher status entire pedigree cats in show.

8.8.9 Best Longhair Cat (Wilbeth Cup) donated by Miss E Chapple of NSW 1969.
   a) Open to all entire pedigree Persian cats in show.

8.8.10 Best Longhair Kitten donated by Ken and Jenny Dumigan of Canova Cattery.
   a) Open to all entire pedigree Persian kittens in show, whether entire or desexed.

8.8.11 Best Longhair Desexed donated by the Longhair Cat Club of the NT 1981.
   a) Replacement trophy donated by CANT (Inc) 2002.
   b) Open to all desexed pedigree Persian cats in show.

   a) Open to all entire white pedigree Persian cats/kittens in show.

8.8.13 Best Entire Blue Longhair (Niribi Blue Trophy) donated by Dr J L Hills B VSc 1981.
   a) Open to all entire blue pedigree Persian cats/kittens in show.

8.8.14 Best Solid Colour Other than Blue Longhair Exhibit donated by the Longhair Cat Club of the NT 1981.
   a) Open to all entire pedigree Persian exhibits of solid colour other than blue in show.

8.8.15 Best Entire Tortoiseshell Longhair donated by Kathy Stow of Yarryn Cattery.
   a) Open to all entire black tortoiseshell pedigree Persian cats/kittens in show.

8.8.16 Best Entire Blue Cream Longhair donated by Leona Gott and Kathy Stow of Bellami Cattery 1986.
   a) Open to all entire blue cream pedigree Persian cats/kittens in show.

8.8.17 Best Tortie/Blue Cream Longhair Exhibit donated by the Longhair Cat Club of the NT 1981.
   a) Open to all black tortoiseshell or blue cream pedigree Persian exhibits in show.

8.8.18 Best Shaded Longhair Exhibit donated by the Longhair Cat Club of the NT 1981.
   a) Open to all shaded pedigree Persian exhibits in show.
8.8.19 **Best Entire Bi or Tri Colour Longhair (Pankiwa Perpetual Shield) donated by Leona Gott of Pankiwa Cattery.**
   a) Open to all entire bi or tri colour pedigree Persian cats/kittens in show.

8.8.20 **Best Any Other Recognised Colour Longhair Exhibit donated by the Longhair Cat Club of the NT 1981.**
   a) Open to all pedigree Persian exhibits in show who are not shaded, solid colour, or black tortoiseshell or blue cream in colour.

8.8.21 **Longhair NT Breeder of the Year donated by the Longhair Cat Club of NT 1981.**
   a) Open to all NT bred pedigree Persian exhibits in show.

8.8.22 **Best Exotic Shorthair Exhibit donated by CANT (Inc) 1993.**
   b) Open to all pedigree exotic shorthair exhibits in show.

8.8.23 **Best Exotic Cat donated by Mrs Beryl Mulder of Unicorn Cattery 1995.**
   a) Open to all pedigree entire Exotic cats in show.

8.8.24 **Best Exotic Desexed donated by Mrs Haidee Lowe of Vanlowe Cattery 1995.**
   a) Open to all pedigree desexed Exotic cats in show.

8.8.25 **Best Semi Longhair Entire Exhibit donated by CANT (Inc) 1983.**
   a) Open to all pedigree Birman, Turkish Van, Main Coon, Ragdoll, Norwegian Forest Cat, Balinese, Somali, Javanese, and Angora exhibits in show.

8.8.26 **Best Birman Exhibit donated by CANT (Inc) 1991.**
   a) Open to all pedigree Birman exhibits in show.

8.8.27 **Best Somali Exhibit donated by Mrs Haidee Lowe of Vanlowe Cattery 1995.**
   a) Open to all pedigree Somali exhibits in show.

8.8.28 **Best Main Coon Exhibit donated by Ross and Diane Page of Chelaka Cattery 1993.**
   a) Open to all pedigree Main Coon exhibits in show.

8.8.29 **Best Turkish Van Exhibit donated by Mrs Haidee Lowe of Vanlowe Cattery 1995.**
   a) Open to all pedigree Turkish Van exhibits in show.

8.8.30 **Best Ragdoll Exhibit donated by C.A.N.T. (Inc) 1998.**
   a) Open to all pedigree Ragdoll exhibits in show.

8.8.31 **Best Balinese Exhibit (No trophy allocated for this award).**
   a) Open to all pedigree Balinese exhibits in show.

8.8.32 **Best Shorthair Cat (Baroda Cup) donated by Mr Mitchell, Picton NSW of Baroda Cattery 1969.**
   a) Replacement trophy donated by CANT (Inc) 1986.
   b) Open to all pedigree entire shorthair cats in show.

8.8.33 **Best Shorthair NT Breeder donated by Mrs Margaret Gray 1991.**
   a) Open to all NT Bred pedigree Shorthaired exhibits in show.

8.8.34 **Best British Shorthair Exhibit (Vanlowe Trophy) donated by Mrs Haidee Lowe of Vanlowe Cattery 1978.**
   a) Open to all pedigree British Shorthair exhibits in show.

8.8.35 **Best British Shorthair Cat donated by Mrs Margaret Gray 1993.**
   a) Open to all pedigree entire British Shorthair cats in show.

8.8.36 **Best British Shorthair Kitten donated by J Preest Gove 1993.**
   a) Open to all pedigree British Shorthair kittens in show, whether entire or desexed.

8.8.37 **Best British Shorthair Desexed donated by Dr J L Hills B VSc 1993.**
   a) Open to all pedigree desexed British Shorthair cats in show.

8.8.38 **Best Blue British Shorthair Exhibit (Bze Gt Gd PN Felidae Miss Muffett Memorial Trophy) donated by the Ryan Family of Cleveland Cattery Alice Springs.**
   a) Open to all pedigree blue British Shorthair exhibits in show.

8.8.39 **Best Scottish Fold or Variant Exhibit donated by CANT (Inc) 2003.**
   a) Open to all pedigree Scottish Fold or Scottish Fold straight eared variant exhibits in show.
8.8.40  **Best Siamese Exhibit (original trophy lost).**
  a) Replacement trophy donated by CANT (Inc) 1996.
  b) Open to all pedigree Siamese exhibits in show.

8.8.41  **Best Siamese Cat (Premier Garden Supplies Trophy) donated by the Casey Family Carol, Snow and Geoff 1972.**
  a) Replacement trophy donated Debbie and Pat Richardson of Salamander Cattery 1987.
  b) Open to all pedigree entire Siamese cats in show.

8.8.42  **Best Siamese Kitten (Ayutthaya Trophy) donated by F J Phipps 1974.**
  a) Replacement trophy donated by CANT (Inc) 1996.
  b) Open to all pedigree Siamese kittens in show, whether entire or desexed.

8.8.43  **Best Siamese Desexed donated by Ross and Diane Page of Chelaka Cattery 1993.**
  a) Open to all pedigree desexed Siamese cats in show.

8.8.44  **Best Siamese Cat (Premier Garden Supplies Trophy) donated by the Casey Family Carol, Snow and Geoff 1972.**
  a) Replacement trophy donated by CANT (Inc) 1996.
  b) Open to all pedigree entire Siamese cats in show.

8.8.45  **Best Entire Male Siamese (Tihuana Count Christo Memorial Trophy) donated by B E Wilson of Sonette Cattery 1977.**
  a) Open to all pedigree entire male Siamese cats in show.

8.8.46  **Best Seal Point Siamese Cat donated by CANT (Inc) 1990.**
  a) Open to all pedigree Seal Point Siamese cats in show.

8.8.47  **Best Champion Seal Point Siamese Male donated by 1980.**
  a) Open to all pedigree Champion Seal Point Siamese male cats in show.

8.8.48  **Best Chocolate Point Siamese (Drendale Cattery Trophy) donated by Mrs Eileen Ovenden of Drendale Cattery 1977.**
  a) Open to all pedigree entire Siamese Chocolate Point cats or kittens in show.

8.8.49  **Best Any Other Colour Siamese other than Seal Point or Chocolate Point donated by Ms Di Mitchell of Caradawg Cattery Alice Springs 1990.**
  a) Open to all pedigree Siamese exhibits in show that are not seal or chocolate point.

8.8.50  **Best NT Bred Siamese Exhibit (Fred Gray Memorial Trophy) donated by A & M Trophies 1996. (NT Siamese Breeder of the Year)**
  a) Open to all pedigree NT Bred Siamese Exhibits in show.

8.8.51  **Best Foreign Shorthair Other than Siamese Exhibit (Ansett Airlines Trophy) donated by Ansett Airlines of Australia 1975.**
  a) Open to all pedigree foreign type exhibits other than Siamese but including Orientals in show.

8.8.52  **Best Oriental Exhibit (Briglyn Cattery Trophy) donated by Miss Evelyn Mitchell 1981.**
  a) Replacement trophy donated 2002.
  b) Open to all pedigree Oriental and Foreign White exhibits in show.

8.8.53  **Best Oriental Cat donated by Mrs Elaine Vincent of Ratchasima (Aust) Cattery 1995.**
  a) Open to all pedigree entire Oriental and Foreign White cats in show.

8.8.54  **Best Oriental Desexed (Gt Gd Ch Solitaire Pakike (Imp UK) Memorial Trophy) donated by Mrs Julian Schuller of Blaumeise Cattery 1995.**
  a) Open to all pedigree desexed Oriental and Foreign White cats in show.

8.8.55  **Best Burmese Cat (The Ann Vise Trophy) donated by Ann Vise.**
  a) Open to all pedigree entire Burmese cats in show.

8.8.56  **Best Burmese Kitten (Amberridge Trophy) donated by Bob and Di Oaten of Amberridge Cattery 1974.**
  a) Replacement trophy donated by Dr J L Hills B Vsc 1990.
  b) Open to all pedigree Burmese kittens in show, whether entire or desexed.

8.8.57  **Best Burmese Desexed donated by Rod and Forbes Painting (Forbes Graham) 1983.**
  a) Open to all pedigree desexed Burmese cats in show.
8.8.58 Best Entire Brown Burmese Female Adult donated by CR (Chris) & MP (Scotty) Fenner of Beersheba Cattery 1977.
   a) Open to all pedigree entire brown Burmese adult female cats in show.

   a) Open to all pedigree entire Burmese adult male cat in show.

8.8.60 Best Entire Dilute Burmese Cat donated by MH O’Connell and R Corbett of Kokhan Cattery 1995.
   a) Open to all pedigree entire adult blue, blue-cream, lilac, lilac-cream or cream cats in show. (NOT Choc or Choc Tortie).

8.8.61 Best Entire Red or Cream Burmese Exhibit donated by Jim Horne of Palature Cattery 1999.
   a) Open to all pedigree red or cream entire cats or kittens in show.

   a) Open to all pedigree entire adult tortoiseshell (all colours) cats in show.

   a) Open to all pedigree entire Abyssinian cats in show.

8.8.64 Best Abyssinian Cat donated.
   a) Open to all pedigree entire Abyssinian cats in show.

8.8.65 Best Abyssinian Kitten donated by Ms Barb Templeton of Ballakat Cattery 1993.
   a) Open to all pedigree Abyssinian kittens in show, whether entire or desexed.

   a) Open to all pedigree desexed Abyssinian cats in show.

8.8.67 Best Russian Blue Exhibit donated by LA(Peter) and ML(Marie) Orchard of Cyclard Cattery 1978.
   a) Open to all pedigree Russian Blue exhibits in show.

8.8.68 Best Cornish Rex Exhibit donated by Ms Robyn Eldering of Sirikit Cattery 1978.
   a) Open to all pedigree Cornish Rex exhibits in show.

8.8.69 Best Cornish Rex Desexed donated by Mrs Beryl Mulder of Unicorn Cattery 1995.
   a) Open to all pedigree desexed Cornish Rex cats in show.

8.8.70 Best Devon Rex Exhibit donated by CANT (Inc) 1993.
   a) Open to all pedigree Devon Rex exhibits in show.

8.8.71 Best Korat Exhibit donated by Don and Raynor Booker of Donrenor Cattery 1978.
   a) Open to all pedigree Korat exhibits in show.

8.8.72 Best Korat Cat donated by Mrs Elaine Vincent of Ratchasima (Aust) Cattery 1995.
   a) Open to all pedigree entire Korat cats in show.

8.8.73 Best Korat Kitten donated by Mrs Margaret Gray 1993.
   a) Open to all pedigree Korat kittens in show, whether entire or desexed.

8.8.74 Best Korat Desexed donated Mrs Elaine Vincent of Ratchasima (Aust) Cattery 1993.
   a) Open to all pedigree desexed Korat cats in show.

8.8.75 Best Australian Mist Cat donated by Mrs Wendy Sherborne of Latona Cattery 2001.
   a) Open to all pedigree Australian Mist entire cats in show.

8.8.76 Best Australian Mist Desexed donated by Mrs Wendy Sherborne of Latona Cattery 2002.
   a) Open to all pedigree desexed Australian Mist cats in show.

8.8.77 Best Australian Mist Kitten donated by Mrs Wendy Sherborne of Latona Cattery 2002.
   a) Open to all pedigree Australian Mist kittens in show, whether entire or desexed.

   a) Open to all pedigree Ocicat exhibits in show.

8.8.79 Best Group 3 Desexed Exhibit donated by Dr Leigh Truelove of Winnellie Vet Services 2000.
   a) Open to all pedigree desexed Group 3 exhibits in show.
8.8.80  **Best Domestic Cat (The Dog House Trophy) donated by CR(Chris) & MP(Scotty) Fenner of Beersheba Cattery 1977.**
   a) Replacement trophy donated by CANT 1987.
   b) Open to domestic desexed cats only having no pedigree background. (ie known commonly in the community as "moggie").
   c) NOTE: exhibits looking like a recognised pedigree animal are excluded from this section.

8.8.81  **Reserve Domestic Cat.**
   a) To be awarded to the second placed Domestic cat.

8.8.82  **Best Domestic Kitten (Marbeth Trophy) donated by Marbeth Secretarial Agency 1974.**
   a) Replacement trophy donated by CANT (Inc) 1990.
   b) Open to domestic entire/desexed kittens having no pedigree background. (ie known commonly in the community as "moggie").
   c) NOTE: kittens looking like a recognised pedigree animal are excluded from this section. Where there are entire kittens competing against desexed animals awards should be given to the desexed specimen.

8.8.83  **Reserve Domestic Kitten.**
   a) To be awarded to the second placed Domestic kitten.

8.8.84  **Best Groomed Domestic Exhibit.**
   a) Open to all Domestic exhibits.

8.8.85  **Reserve Groomed Domestic Exhibit.**
   a) To be awarded to the second placed Domestic exhibit.

8.8.86  **Part Pedigree Exhibit donated by CANT 1983.**
   a) Open to all entire/desexed kittens and only desexed cats having one pedigree parent or resembling a recognised pedigree breed.
   b) NOTE: Where there are entire kittens competing against desexed animals awards should be given to the desexed specimen.

8.8.87  **Reserve Part Pedigree Exhibit.**
   a) To be awarded to the second placed Part Pedigree exhibit.

8.8.88  **Best Groomed Part Pedigree Exhibit.**
   a) Open to all Domestic exhibits.

8.8.89  **Reserve Groomed Part Pedigree Exhibit.**
   a) To be awarded to the second placed Part Pedigree exhibit.

8.8.90  **Hybrid Exhibit (Tigre Blen Memorial Trophy) donated by Dot Brown of Mizpah Cattery 1986.**
   a) Open to all hybrid exhibits in show (hybrid being the off-spring of two different recognised breeds from an approved experimental breeding program.)
   b) These must be desexed if over the age of 6 months (or 9 months if from an accidental mating).

8.8.91  **Best Groomed Hybrid Exhibit.**
   a) Open to all Hybrid Exhibits in show.

8.8.92  **NT Breeder of the Year (Rickmere Domica Memorial Trophy) donated by H & JR Schuller of Blaumeise Cattery 1971.**
   a) Replacement trophy donated 2002.
   b) Open to breeders, registered and financial with The C.A.N.T. (Inc), utilising exhibits from their breeding prefix domiciled in the NT.